
  

What do we mean by live time?

We define the (fractional) live time as the fraction of time that the 
DAQ is ready to process an incoming event

Two ways to calculate the “live time” appear in various notes 
(assuming real events follow Poisson distribution):

μ is the event rate and τ is the time interval that DAQ takes to process 
one event

 The first method calculates the fraction of recorded events in the total 
events that were sent to the DAQ

 The second method represents the probability that the next event 
happens after the TS processes the current event

or

Are they identical to the fractional live time? 



  

Our dead-time test

● We have a random pulser generating pulse at rate R
rand

=μ and a on-
board clock pulsing synchronously at rate R

sync

● The random pulse is sent to TS and an external scaler, number of 
events recorded by the TS is N

DAQ
 and that by the scaler is N

scaler

● The internal TS clock pulse is recorded by a gated scaler (N
gated

) and an 
ungated scaler (N

ungated
)

Intuitively we expect:



  

Synchronous clock pulse

The TS on-board scaler always gives us the fractional live time



  

Random pulse at prescale factor = 1

Circle: random Poisson events sent to the TS at rate μ

Δ

Δ represents the time interval between two consecutive Poisson 
events and follows a exponential distribution

Every time the TS accepts one event, it will be busy for a time period τ and 

the number of events missed by the TS in this interval is expected to be μτ 



  

Random pulse at prescale factor = 1: 
What is the fractional live time?

Δ



  

Random pulse at prescale factor = 2

Circle: random Poisson events sent to the TS at rate μ

Green circle: events that pass the prescale circuit in TS

Red circle: events not pass the prescale circuit

t1

 Red events will never be recorded by TS while green will if TS 
is not busy

 We can ignore all red events and consider only green events

Δ

t2



  

Random pulse at prescale factor = 2

t1

Δ

t2

 Δ represents the time interval between two consecutive green events:

Δ = t
1
+t

2

 t1 and t2 follow exponential distribution

Distribution of Δ:

Δ does NOT obey exponential distribution, thus green events do 
NOT follow Poisson distribution



  

Random pulse at prescale factor = 2

Δ

In a run of time period t, how many green events are expected to 
be recorded by the DAQ at ps=2?

Question:

My strategy:

Calculate the ratio of the number of recorded green events to that 
of missed green events



  

Random pulse at prescale factor = 2

Δ

Say the DAQ record one green event at some instant, the DAQ will be 
busy for a period of τ, the probabilities of missing N green events in the 

time interval τ Prob(N) are calculated to be:

N Prob(N)

0

1

2

n

Poisson distribution:



  

Random pulse at prescale factor = 2

Δ

The expected loss of green events in the time interval τ is:

In a run of period t, the number of total green events sent to the DAQ is:

Number of events recorded in DAQ:



  

Random pulse at prescale factor = 2

Δ

On the one hand, the fractional live time is:

On the other hand:



  

Comparison with data 

Remember:
 From previous discussion, the TS on-board scaler always give us 

fractional live time:

 At ps=2, we see that the fraction of recorded events in external scaler 
times the prescale factor is not equal to the fractional live time:

 The data shown for the test are the N
gated

/N
ungated

 and PS*N
DAQ,Green

/N
scaler

 
respectively. They are what we are comparing in the plot. The factional 
live time can only be inferred from these data.



  

In our test, the processing time is about τ ~ 100 μs

Comparison with data 

At event rate μ=135 Hz, μτ ~ 1.35∙10-2 << 1

PS = 1:



  

In our test, the processing time is about τ ~ 100 μs

Comparison with data 

At event rate μ=135 Hz, μτ ~ 1.35∙10-2 << 1

PS = 2:

Notice that the second formula already equal to 1 (agree with data)



  

In our test, the processing time is about τ ~ 100 μs

Comparison with data 

At high event rate μ=71000 Hz, μτ ~ 7.1

PS = 1:

The value is different from data. But the processing time and event 
rate is only very rough estimate. The main point is that they will give 
the same value (agree with data)



  

In our test, the processing time is about τ ~ 100 μs

Comparison with data 

At event rate μ=71000 Hz, μτ ~ 7.1

PS = 2:



  

Calculation of live time

The processing time is assumed to be τ = 100 μs
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Which one should be used? 

What do we need?
N

el,total
 The total number of elastic scattering events during one experiment

What do we have?
N

scaler
 The total number of events (elastic or not) sent to the detectors and 

recorded by external scalers; 

N
DAQ

  The total number of events recorded by DAQ. It is a sample of N
scaler

 

N
Yield

 The number of elastic events extracted from N
DAQ

 by various cuts and 

corrections. It is a sample of N
el,total

If the trigger efficiency is η, one reasonable assumption is:



  

Which one should be used? 

● We should use the ratio of the recored events to the scaler counts, 
and the PS does not come into the calculation.

● The fractional live time is irrelevant in this calculation

My opinion:



  

Multiple triggers

● In an experiment typically several triggers are used. They are used for 
recording potential good events or monitoring the dead time or calibration 
of the efficiency of other triggers.

● These triggers can be highly correlated (as in our experiment) and set to 
different prescales and this complicates the analysis of dead time 
correction.
 An event can fire several or all of the triggers and be recorded in 

different scalers 
 Depending on the prescale factors, this event may or may not be 

recorded in the evtypebits
 Each trigger may have different efficiency



  

    I think we should always only use events from one main trigger 

(use evtypebit) and correct for the dead time by including the 

trigger efficiency and the ratio of trigger counts to scaler counts 

when the number of elastic events N
Yield

 is counted. If events 

from other triggers are also included, the correction for the “DT” 

will be very complicated if possible (I don't see any easy way to 

do the correction)

Multiple triggers
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